
Critical Race Theory: Don’t be Afraid to Talk About It 

The students might have been happy to get a reprieve from the normal classroom as they headed 

for open space in the cafeteria. Once there, they were directed to divide themselves according to 

race. Whites in one corner, Asians in another, and so on. Then each group of children had to 

verbally list their racial privileges. 

That sounds like something out of a dystopian movie, but according to a mother I heard speak it 

happened at a school right here in Fayette County. This was an example of Critical Race Theory 

being taught in the schools. How do you feel about it? 

Outraged parents across the country are speaking out against Critical Race Theory at their local 

Board of Education meetings, but what is it? Why is it being taught at companies like Coca-Cola 

and throughout the Federal Government? What’s really behind this sudden onslaught? 

 

Critical Race Theory (CRT) is quickly becoming the operating ideology of our public institutions, 

yet many average citizens are unable to define or describe this pervasive ideology. Confusing us 

is part of the strategy. Here are some simplified precepts of CRT: 



• Race is a social construct, not a biological fact. Remember that color blind society we had 

as our goal? This is not that. CRT’s idea of race as a social construct is that white people 

have created the idea of race to oppress others. That sounds nutty, but CRT says, “hold 

my beer.” Keep reading. 

• Racism is the norm in our society – racism by white people towards all minorities but 
especially towards African Americans. This places all black people in a category of being 

oppressed by all white people, regardless of individual circumstances, actions, or hearts. 

• Racism is the norm is our laws and has been since the Nation’s founding. Every historical 

event needs to be examined and then taught through the lens of racism. Our country is 

therefore deeply flawed and even evil. When athletes disrespect the flag, they’re 

expressing their anger at American’s racism, even as they thrive in their own sport. 

•  Some advances towards equality for minorities have been allowed but only when these 
advances serve the interests of white people. White people may give others 

 some scraps, but whites retain the real power through systemic racism. According to Joe 

Feagin, systemic racism is the everyday experience of people who are born, live, and die 

in a racist system.  

• White people impose varying and changing negative stereotypes upon people of color 
which keeps them oppressed. Meanwhile, white people are stereotyped by CRT as 

personifying obnoxious qualities such as arrogance, being too certain of their opinions, 

and oppressing others. 

•  CRT says that people of color are uniquely able to create narratives to tell the story of 
their lived experiences of oppression. No one can question another person’s lived 

experience. However, we know that as we retell personal stories, they become more 

deeply embedded in our hearts. They can also morph into something more powerful than 

they were originally because we’ve reinforced the emotions of our story and maybe added 

details. The hurt multiplies and gets transferred to others who feel our pain. Meanwhile, 

white people are told by CRT that they oppress others without even knowing it, just by 

something within their racial identity. They cannot fix it and their only story is one of 

guilt and self-loathing. 

• Intersectionality expresses the complexities of group identification. Intersectionality is 

when you label yourself with many group identities and then sort through those that 

have power and those which victimize to determine your status.   For example: I gain 

points for being a woman but lose points for being cis-gender.   This enables CRT to 

expand its big tent beyond race and include other “marginalized” groups. 

 

CRT confronts us with these overwhelming issues and more that I was too tired to list, but then 

promotes equity as a solution. Equal is not the same as equity. Equity is about equal outcomes. 

That means no matter what your individual efforts, talents, or starting point, everyone should 

end up at the same place. CRT rejects equal rights; it demands rights which equalize. When 

equity is described to children, this can sound very fair. Everyone gets the same piece of cake, 

and we can all be happy because we shared and were kind. However, equity means some people 

bake the cake while others nap but they all get the same size piece. Equity promotes sloth and 

resentment, eliminates the rewards of accomplishment, and requires taking other people’s 

earned cake. In practical terms, equity may involve changing inheritance laws so that white 

people do not benefit from the transfer of generational wealth because that wealth is seen as 

achieved through racist means in a racist system. 



Confused? Upset? You’re meant to be. CRT is not really just about racism, it’s about power. So 

why is racial injustice the main point expressed? It’s a tool used by Marxists to create a clamor 

for change.  Professor Joe Feagin coined the term systemic racism. His bestselling book, Racist 

America, details his perspective of our pervasive racism. After explaining why Americans are 

racist, Feagin openly suggests we look to Marxism for the solution. 

 Racism is and has been viewed as despicable and openly rejected by most Americans. However, 

it remains a relevant topic. Generations of people have been harmed by it in both violent and 

subtle ways. The effects of racism and discrimination do linger and as a society we need to find 

creative, loving ways to continue to heal. Healing takes a long time and there is no one day when 

we can all say it’s over. Therefore, racism is a brilliant topic to use to get everyone flustered, 

hurt, fearful, divided, and therefore open to drastic change. 

Marxism pits a group of oppressors against a group of oppressed to divide society and usher in a 

new order. CRT grew out of Marxist Critical Theory. It takes Marxist arguments about economic 

oppression and reframes them into dialogue about race and ethnic identity.  

It is an anti-capitalist belief system because capitalism itself is viewed as racist. According to 

CRT, “equity” can be achieved through: 

• Abolishing private property and then redistributing wealth according to racial identity  

• Creating an unelected yet powerful Federal Department of Anti-Racism  

• Replacing individual rights with group rights based on race or ethnicity 

Fundamentally, CRT seeks to divide and conquer. It defines racism as something inherent 

within all white people- like in their DNA. Within the CRT world, white people are guilty of the 

sins of not just their ancestors, but of any member of their race now or from centuries past. That 

creates a hopeless situation- white people are seen as beyond redemption. Viewing a group of 

people as unredeemable leads to horrors and is a hallmark of communist thought. Blaming a 

group in this manner has led to genocide in places like Russia and China. On a personal level, it 

has recently led to many white people expressing disgust at their own skin. 



 

CRT is damaging to people of color by dousing them with victimhood. It tells them they can’t 

achieve because of others. Even if they do achieve, it was still not enough because of others. A 

parent recently expressed  his disgust with CRT passionately: Watch Black Father Blast Critical Race 

Theory At Board Meeting In Viral Video - Bing video 

 Some say the best weapon against CRT is brotherly love.  We could benefit from a greater focus 

on brotherly love and having an open heart towards all may help ordinary people who are not 

Marxist but are genuinely hurt by the things CRT tells them. The ordinary people hurt and 

confused by CRT are not our enemy, we are truly battling Marxism. The powerful people 

pushing CRT don’t care about feelings or racial injustice. They care about power, money, and 

ideology. 

However, we have to fight the battle in front of us. Here are six resources to help you understand 

and combat CRT: 

1) Christopher F, Rufo is a journalist, film director, and contributing editor of City-Journal. He 

has done extensive reporting on Critical Race Theory. You can learn more about CRT here: 

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=critical+race+theory+doctor+at+school+board+meeting&ru=%2fvideos%2fsearch%3fq%3dcritical%2520race%2520theory%2520doctor%2520at%2520school%2520board%2520meeting%26qs%3dn%26form%3dQBVR%26sp%3d-1%26pq%3dcritical%2520race%2520theory%2520doctor%2520at%2520school%2520board%2520meeting%26sc%3d0-51%26sk%3d%26cvid%3d988C910ED06A4F8B807C8C1A59789B46&view=detail&mid=0EFDDEFEA00966F9235A0EFDDEFEA00966F9235A&&FORM=VDRVSR
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=critical+race+theory+doctor+at+school+board+meeting&ru=%2fvideos%2fsearch%3fq%3dcritical%2520race%2520theory%2520doctor%2520at%2520school%2520board%2520meeting%26qs%3dn%26form%3dQBVR%26sp%3d-1%26pq%3dcritical%2520race%2520theory%2520doctor%2520at%2520school%2520board%2520meeting%26sc%3d0-51%26sk%3d%26cvid%3d988C910ED06A4F8B807C8C1A59789B46&view=detail&mid=0EFDDEFEA00966F9235A0EFDDEFEA00966F9235A&&FORM=VDRVSR


Home (christopherrufo.com) 

 2) This twitter thread illustrates the effects of CRT and so much more: National Geographic on 

Twitter: ""I'm ashamed for my ancestors' race." https://t.co/fuzuSDMfdb" / Twitter 

3) This video gets to the heart of CRT and why we need to teach our children something better: 

Father and Daughter speaks against Critical Race Theory in Viral TikTok Video - Bing video 

4)  Read this opinion piece which takes on both the GOP and Democrats  in how they handle 

CRT and calls us both to be better: Listen to Black Parents Furious With Critical Race Theory | Opinion 

(newsweek.com) 

5) Here is another perspective on race in America: Uncle Tom Documentary | An Oral History of the 

American Black Conservative 

6) The Georgia State Board of Education passed a resolution banning CRT, but parents need to 

pay attention to what their children are being taught. Like many things, CRT can be taught in 

subtle ways. We need to be aware of what our kids are being exposed to.  

Gov. Kemp Applauds State Board of Education for Opposing Critical Race Theory | Governor 

Brian P. Kemp Office of the Governor (georgia.gov) 

Parents throughout the country are speaking up to protect their children against the harmful 

concepts embedded in CRT. It’s important to speak out at School Board meetings as we protect 

our kids from the specific teachings of CRT, but remember you are not fighting a battle about 

race, this is about Marxists seeking to gain power by dividing the people by something they 

cannot control. 

Don’t let CRT divide us. Foster an atmosphere of brotherly love in our everyday lives and our 

homes. Don’t become uncomfortable around people of a different race. If in your heart you love 

everybody, live that way. Communicate that love, and speak the truth about CRT. 

 

 

CRT,  you can hold our beer. We won’t be divided. 
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